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A century of neurology and neuroscience shows that
seeing words depends on ventral occipital-temporal
(VOT) circuitry. Typically, reading is learned using
high-contrast line-contour words. We explored
whether a specific VOT region, the visual word form
area (VWFA), learns to see only thesewords or recog-
nizes words independent of the specific shape-
defining visual features. Word forms were created
using atypical features (motion-dots, luminance-
dots) whose statistical properties control word-visi-
bility. We measured fMRI responses as word form
visibility varied, and we used TMS to interfere with
neural processing in specific cortical circuits, while
subjects performed a lexical decision task. For all
features, VWFA responses increased with word-visi-
bility and correlated with performance. TMS applied
to motion-specialized area hMT+ disrupted reading
performance for motion-dots, but not line-contours
or luminance-dots. A quantitative model describes
feature-convergence in the VWFA and relates VWFA
responses to behavioral performance. These find-
ings suggest how visual feature-tolerance in the
reading network arises through signal convergence
from feature-specialized cortical areas.
INTRODUCTION
During successful reading, the visual system efficiently trans-
forms a complex input of contrast-defined strokes of ink into
phonological and semantic word representations. After entering
primary visual cortex (V1), visual information about words
undergoes several transformations in extrastriate cortex, in-
cluding regions localized to ventral occipitotemporal (VOT) cortex
(Dehaene et al., 2005; DiCarlo and Cox, 2007). This process
includes a neural representation of letter strings in a specific
region of VOT cortex that has been labeled the visual word form
area (VWFA; Cohen et al., 2000). The VWFA is the primary candi-
date neural site for the long-hypothesized visual word lexicon
(Dejerine, 1892; Warrington and Shallice, 1980; Wernicke, 1874),
although debates about its specific role continue (Dehaene and
Cohen, 2011; Price and Devlin, 2011; Wandell et al., 2010).Ultimately, the VWFA is thought to communicate directly with
language-related regions (Devlin et al., 2006). These language
cortices presumably require a common input format that is
insensitive to particular visual features. The VWFA may act as
an essential link between visual and language cortices by
providing such a common input format (Jobard et al., 2003).
Alternatively, the collection of visual areas may have separate
access to the same network with the potential to bypass the
VWFA (Price and Devlin, 2011; Richardson et al., 2011).
We took a fresh look at this question by measuring responses
to word stimuli intended to target different feature-specialized
visual cortical regions (Figure 1). Specifically, we designed
word stimuli whose shape is defined using atypical features:
dots rather than line contours. The dots carried word information
by spatially varying dot luminance, dot motion direction, or both.
Current hypotheses suggest that the VWFA, through reading
experience, becomes specialized for detecting particular line
contour configurations (Dehaene and Cohen, 2011; Szwed
et al., 2009; Szwed et al., 2011). Thus, the VWFA may not be
expected to respond to dot-defined word stimuli that contain
no line contours. Motion-defined words, for example, are ex-
pected to be processed by a motion-specialized cortical region
(hMT+) located in the canonical dorsal visual pathway (Unger-
leider and Mishkin, 1982) and may not depend on the VWFA in
the ventral visual pathway.
Previous literature suggests an important role for the human
motion complex (hMT+) in reading. Following the description of
behavioral and anatomical motion processing deficits in dyslexia
(GalaburdaandLivingstone, 1993; Livingstoneet al., 1991;Martin
and Lovegrove, 1987), hMT+ was found to be underactivated in
dyslexics in response to motion stimuli when measured using
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Eden et al.,
1996). Further studies revealed that the extent of hMT+ response
to visual motion correlates with reading ability more generally
(Ben-Shachar et al., 2007a; Demb et al., 1997, 1998). Based on
these results, one might speculate that hMT+ serves a crucial
role in reading.However, thenatureof that roleand its relationship
to theVWFAhavenot been elucidated.Bymeasuring (using fMRI)
and disrupting (using transcranial magnetic stimulation, TMS)
neural activity in hMT+, we tested its causal role in seeing words.
The results suggest that the VWFA serves as an essential link
between vision and language by representing visual letter strings
in a common format, independent of the particular defining visual
features. To achieve this feature-tolerant shape representation,
the VWFA has flexible input connectivity from feature-special-
ized visual areas, including hMT+.Neuron 71, 941–953, September 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 941
Figure 1. Alternative Hypotheses of How Information Is Communi-
cated from V1 to Language Circuits
Different visual features are processed by functionally specialized regions in
visual cortex. For example, words defined purely by motion cues may be
processed by area hMT+. In hypothesis A, different cortical areas have
separate access to the language network. In hypothesis B, all word stimuli,
regardless of feature type, are converted to a common representation en route
to the VWFA in VOT, which has unique access to the language network. Dotted
connections represent communication between regions specifically for
motion-defined stimuli, and solid connections represent communication for
words defined by line contours. The response to different stimulus types in
VWFA and hMT+, based on the difference in the black dotted connection,
differentiates the two hypotheses. Schematic line contour and motion-dot
stimuli are shown.
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The VWFA Responds to Words Defined by Different
Features
In an event-related fMRI design, we measured VWFA blood
oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) responses to increasing levels
of word visibility while subjects were engaged in a lexical deci-
sion task. The visibility of words defined by line contours (i.e.,
standard words) was controlled by phase-scrambling (see
Experimental Procedures). These event-related measures con-
firm that the VWFA response increases with word visibility
(‘‘word visibility response function’’; Figure 2). Similar response
functions have been observed in block-design fMRI during an942 Neuron 71, 941–953, September 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.incidental reading task (Ben-Shachar et al., 2007b), and also
using magnetoencephalography (Tarkiainen et al., 1999).
Word stimuli created by replacing the line-contour features
with dots of spatially varying luminance or motion-direction
(‘‘luminance-dot’’ and ‘‘motion-dot’’ stimuli; see Experimental
Procedures for details) produce similar word visibility response
functions in the VWFA. In all three cases the peak response
modulation is quite high—reaching about 1% for the highest visi-
bilities (Figure 2). Thus, the VWFA is responsive to word visibility
even when words are defined by unconventional and unprac-
ticed stimulus features. The onset and time to peak of the
BOLD signal response time courses are similar for the different
stimulus features (Figure 2, right column).
We used amixed effects linear model, with subject considered
as a random effect, to statistically compare the motion-dot stim-
ulus responses to the other stimulus types (line contour and lumi-
nance-dot). Contrasts were defined to compare the motion-dot
stimulus responses to the other group. There is a significant
linear effect (t = 7.67, p < 0.001) across all stimuli such that
BOLD response increases with visibility. There is also a signifi-
cant overall quadratic effect (t = 3.12, p < 0.001), indicating
that the BOLD response is increasing at a decreasing rate. A
significant main effect of feature type (t = 4.8, p < 0.001) indicates
that the line contour and luminance-dot stimuli had a higher
average response across visibilities than the motion-dot stimuli.
There are no significant linear or quadratic interactions, indi-
cating that the effects do not differ between the motion-dot
stimuli and the other feature-type stimuli.
The VWFA’s tolerance to basic stimulus features does not
imply that it responds exclusively to words (Ben-Shachar et al.,
2007b; Brem et al., 2006). For example, the fully phase-scram-
bled line contour stimuli (lowest visibility) are not recognizable
as word forms and yet the VWFA BOLD response is more than
0.5%. To see and control for any effects of motion coherence
in producing responses, we separately measured VWFA re-
sponses in four subjects to moving dots in the shape of a rect-
angle, as a coherent field of moving dots, and as an incoherent
field of moving dots. There is a trend toward a significant
VWFA response modulation to rectangles defined by coherent
motion (0.33% BOLD modulation, t[3] = 2.88, p = 0.06), as well
as a significant response to a field of incoherently moving dots
(0.36% BOLD modulation, t[3] = 3.18, p = 0.05), compared to
fixation. The mean VWFA response (0.19%) to a field of coher-
ently moving dots was non-significant (t[3] = 1.73, p = 0.18). All
of these responses are much smaller than the response to words
defined by motion-dots (0.98% BOLD modulation, t[3] = 6.59,
p < 0.01; Figure S1A, available online). In sum, the VWFA
response is larger to words than other stimuli (Ben-Shachar
et al., 2007b). A novel finding in this study is that this word
response advantage is present for words defined by atypical
and unpracticed stimulus features.
In the VWFA, BOLD response modulation is positively corre-
lated with subjects’ lexical decision performance on all stimulus
feature types (Figure 3A). When subjects achieve a high perfor-
mance level (> = 75% correct), normalized VWFA modulation
is high (median normalized BOLD signal 0.82; range 0.42 –
1.0). VWFA modulation for low performance (%60% correct)
is lower on average and highly variable (median normalized
Figure 2. VWFA BOLD Amplitude Increases with
Visibility of Words Defined by Different Visual
Features
(Left column) Percent signal change for the stimulus
events, as measured by the weight of the linear regressor
(beta-weight), increases with word visibility. The three
panels on the left show the VWFA response increase for
words defined by motion-dots, luminance-dots, and line
contours.
(Right column) The response time course, averaged
across all subjects, peaks at the same time and reaches
a similar peak level for the three feature types. The colors
of the bars and time course lines indicate corresponding
conditions. The baseline (0% level) is defined by the
average of the three values prior to stimulus onset.
Error bars are ± 1 SEM across subjects. See also Fig-
ure S1A for a related experiment and Figure S2 and
Movies S1 and S2 for example stimuli.
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response does not guarantee good performance, perhaps
because processing errors can occur anywhere along the
pathway from early visual cortex to downstream language areas.
A low VWFA response, meanwhile, is predictive of poor perfor-
mance, presumably because low activation implies that the
VWFA response is failing. Thus, VWFA response is necessary
but not sufficient for high reading performance of words
composed of any feature type.
This same argument might be applied to responses in primary
visual cortex (V1); yet, we found no significant correlations
between the overall BOLD signal in V1 and subject performance
on the lexical decision task for any stimulus types (Figure 3B).
The reason for this appears to be that there is little variation in
the V1 response. We presume that if the V1 response failed,
subjects would fail to see the words.
hMT+ Responses Increase to Word Form Visibility
with Motion-Dots Only
In hMT+, words defined by motion-dot features are the only
stimuli to produce responses that increase reliably with word
visibility (Figure 4A; one-way ANOVAs for motion: F[3,13] =
3.43, p < 0.05; luminance F[3,13] = 1.45, p = 0.26; line contours
F[3,13] = 0.62, p = 0.61). The luminance-dot and line-contour
stimuli produce an hMT+ response, but the responses are rela-
tively constant as word visibility increases. Similar to the VWFANeuron 71, 941–response statistical analysis, we used a mixed
effects linear model, with subject as a random
effect, to compare the response of motion-dot
words to the other stimuli. In hMT+, there is an
overall significant linear effect (t = 5.68, p <
0.001), but there is no significant quadratic
effect. There is also a significant effect of feature
type (t = 2.74, p < 0.01), indicating that the mean
response to motion-dot words is higher than to
the other stimuli. Most importantly, in contrast
to the findings in the VWFA, there is a significant
linear interaction between the response to
motion-dot words and the other stimulus types(t = 3.08, p < 0.001), indicative that the increasing response to
higher visibility is only present for the motion-dot words.
Visibility of the motion-dot stimuli is tied to motion coherence.
Depending on stimulus parameters, hMT+ responses may in-
crease simply due to motion coherence (Braddick et al., 2001).
To test whether the increase in hMT+ responses with word visi-
bility is caused by the increase in coherence alone, we sepa-
rately measured responses to coherent and incoherent moving
dots that did not define a word shape. The dots’ motion direction
was coherent or incoherent, and their other motion parameters
were matched to those of the motion-dot words. There is no
significant hMT+ response difference between responses to
coherent and incoherent motion-dots (Figure S1B; paired
t test, t[3] = 0.59, p = 0.60). However, as in the event-related
paradigm in the main experiment, there is a significant hMT+
response difference between motion-dot words and incoherent
motion (paired t test, t[3] = 5.47, p < 0.05).
Performance on the lexical decision task is strongly correlated
(Pearson r = 0.77, p < 104) with hMT+ BOLD response modula-
tion for motion-dot stimuli (Figure 4B), again suggesting the
importance of hMT+ activity in correctly parsing feature patterns
when stimuli are defined bymotion. There is also a correlation (r =
0.54, p < 0.01), althoughweaker, between lexical decision perfor-
mance and hMT+ BOLD responses to luminance-dot stimuli.
There is no significant correlation (p = 0.35) between hMT+
responses and performance on words defined by line contours.953, September 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 943
Figure 3. BOLD Response Increases with Lexical
Decision Performance in VWFA but Not V1
(A) The left panel shows percent correct in the lexical
decision task and normalized BOLD signal amplitude for
every subject, visibility level, and feature type (LC = line
contour, Lum = luminance-dot, Mot = motion-dot, Mix =
motion and luminance dots combined). The filled circles
are the mean (± 1 SD) averaged across lexical perfor-
mance bins (width = 6%). The BOLD signal is normalized
by the maximum BOLD signal within that ROI for each
subject across feature types and visibility. The right panels
show the same points separated by feature type. The
dashed lines are linear regression fits, and the insets show
the regression coefficient (R) and significance levels (p).
(B) The same analysis as in panel (A), but for a region of
interest in left V1.
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Line-Contour Words
We used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to test the
necessity of area hMT+ for processing word stimuli. Specifically,
we identified the location of hMT+ in each individual and then
used TMS to disrupt neural activity in that region while the
subject performed the lexical decision task (see Experimental
Procedures for details). Subjects’ baseline performance was944 Neuron 71, 941–953, September 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.matched across stimulus types at 82% correct
performance for each feature type (top dashed
line in each plot in Figure 5). Applying TMS to
left hMT+ disrupts baseline performance only
for stimuli defined by motion features (Figure 5),
but not for stimuli defined by other visual
features.
We used a linear mixed effects model, with
subject intercept considered a random factor,
to estimate the effect of TMS at different stim-
ulus-pulse onset asynchronies (SOAs) on
performance. A significant decrease in perfor-
mance occurs only at an SOA of 87–132 ms
(t[42] = 5.14, p < 0.001). These latency values
are consistent with timing between stimulus
onset and neural responses in area MT of the
human (Prieto et al., 2007) and nonhuman
primate (Raiguel et al., 1999). There is no signif-
icant effect at any SOA on performance with the
luminance-dot stimuli or the line contour stimuli.
Individual one-way ANOVAs also confirmed that
there is a main effect of SOA for motion-dot
stimuli (F[5,7] = 5.19, p = 0.0009) but not for
line contour stimuli (F[5,7] = 0.55, p = 0.735) or
luminance-dot stimuli (F[5,7] = 1.06, p =
0.395). Thus, hMT+ is necessary only for
reading motion-dot stimuli and not all words.
Responses to Word Forms in Retinotopic
Maps
To identify which visual areas are sensitive to
motion-defined word forms, we measured the
word visibility response function in multipleleft-hemisphere visual area regions of interest (Figure 6). In addi-
tion to the VWFA and left hMT+, left hV4 responses increase with
word visibility (one-way ANOVA, F[3,20] = 3.08, p = 0.05).
However, the slope of the hV4 response function is lower than
the slope in the VWFA. There is no response dependence on
word visibility in left V1 and V2v to motion-dot words. The V3v
and VO-1 responses increase monotonically with word visibility,
but these increases are not statistically significant. The right
Figure 4. Human MT+ BOLD Responses
Increase with Visibility and Lexical Decision
Performance for Motion-Dot Words
(A) Left hMT+ BOLD responses increase with
visibility for motion-dot words. The plots in this
figure follow the same conventions as the VWFA
analysis in Figure 2.
(B) The three plots show lexical decision perfor-
mance (% correct) and normalized BOLD signal
amplitude in left hMT+ separated by feature type.
BOLD responses increase with lexical decision
performance for motion- and luminance-dots, but
not line contours. Other details as in Figure 3.
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here) was defined as a word-selective region of interest in
the right hemisphere, identified by the VWFA localizer in the
same manner as the VWFA (see Experimental Procedures).
This rVWFA responds increasingly to word visibility (F[3,16] =
3.67, p < 0.05), much like the left hemisphere VWFA, apart
from a larger response to the noise stimulus (lowest visibility,
red bar). The results for early visual areas (V1-hV4) are
unchanged when including right hemisphere homologs (not
shown).
A Quantitative Model of Feature Combinations
Subjects perceive words defined by either type of dot feature
(motion or luminance), and both types of dot features evoke
a VWFA response. Motion-dot and luminance-dot featuresNeuron 71, 941–953, Swere designed to direct visual responses
into distinct pathways, and both the TMS
results and BOLD responses in hMT+
suggest that this manipulation suc-
ceeded. We therefore performed behav-
ioral and functional imaging experiments
to measure how these features, which
diverge on a gross anatomical scale after
early visual cortex, combine perceptually
and in the VWFA response.
The motion and luminance coherence
in our stimuli could be modulated inde-
pendently, providing us with stimuli of
different relative amounts of information
from each feature (motion-dot and lumi-
nance-dot coherence). We measured
lexical decision behavioral thresholds for
words defined by these feature mixtures
(Figure 7A). If motion- and luminance-
dot coherence combine additively, then
the coherence thresholds to the mixtures
will fall on the negative diagonal dotted
line. If the features provide independent
information to the observer, as in a high-
threshold model, thresholds will fall on
the outer box. On a probability summa-
tion model with an exponent of n = 3 the
thresholds would fall along the dashedquarter circle (Graham, 1989; Graham et al., 1978; Quick,
1974). All of these behaviors can be captured by a single equa-
tion with one free parameter, n, where p(c) is the probability
correct, and m is the motion (m1) or luminance (m2) coherence
in the stimulus:
pðcÞ=
 Xi = 2
i = 1
mni
!1
n
(1)
The psychophysical data from the five subjects cluster around
a probability summation model with an exponent of around
n = 1.7.
BOLD responses to the same feature-mixture stimuli were
measured in several cortical regions of interest. The points in
Figure 7B show nine VWFA BOLD responses (± 1 SEM acrosseptember 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 945
Figure 5. TMS to Left hMT+ Disrupts Lexical Decision Performance
Only for Motion-Dot Words
The average performance (% correct) is shown as a function of stimulus-pulse
onset asynchrony (SOA). Subjects were consistently and significantly impaired
at the lexical decision task for motion-dot words at an SOA of 87 ms (indicated
by the arrow; 2nd pulse at 132 ms). There was no significant difference in
performance for luminance-dot and line-contour words at any SOA (right
panels). Chance performance is 50% (bottom dashed line), and the expected
(no TMS effect) performance is 82% based on psychophysical visibility
thresholds set prior to each subject’s TMS session (top dashed line).
Figure 6. BOLD Response Amplitudes for Increasing Levels of
Motion-Dot Word Visibility in Multiple Visual Field Maps and ROIs
The responses are shown for several left visual field maps (V1, the ventral
portions of V2 and V3, hV4, VO-1/2), left hMT+, the VWFA and the right-
hemisphere homolog of the VWFA (rVWFA). Responses for hMT+ and VWFA
are as shown in Figures 2 and 4, respectively, and are included here for
comparison. Response amplitude increases with motion coherence in hV4,
hMT+, rVWFA, and VWFA. Other details as in Figure 2.
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function of motion-dot coherence. Generally, at the lowest
luminance-dot coherence (black points), adding motion-dot
coherence increases the response. Meanwhile, when the
luminance-dot coherence is high (light gray points), adding
motion-dot coherence has either no effect or perhaps a slight
negative effect.
We fit curves through these BOLD data using a probability
summation model that parallels the model used to fit the behav-
ioral thresholds (Figure 7B). This model predicts the BOLD
response (B) as arising from two separate neural circuits, one
driven by luminance-dot coherence (l) and a second by
motion-dot coherence (m). We assume that these signals
converge at the VWFA where they are combined with a conven-
tional probability summation rule, with an exponent of n = 1.7.
This value of n is selected tomatch themodel fit to the behavioral
data. The equation for this probability summation model is
given by:
B= ðLn +MnÞ1n + k; where L= l
l + s1
and M=
m
m+ s2
(2)
The values l andm are the luminance and motion dot coherence,
and k is a constant.
There is good qualitative agreement between the predicted
and measured BOLD responses. The predicted and observed
responses increase at l = 0 with increasing motion-dot
coherence, and the predicted and observed responses in-
crease at m = 0 with increasing luminance-dot coherence.
The responses at relatively high luminance or motion-dot
coherence converge. The differential VWFA sensitivity to lumi-
nance- and motion-dots using these parameters is captured by
the different values of the semi-saturation values, si. The
measurements and model are one approach to connecting
behavioral judgments to a quantitative model of the BOLD
response in the VWFA. Future studies should refine this model946 Neuron 71, 941–953, September 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.and test competing quantitative models to link behavioral and
fMRI responses.
DISCUSSION
Neurological accounts of reading have a long history of empha-
sizing the importance of localized language regions (Broca,
1861; Dejerine, 1892; Wernicke, 1874) and efficient communica-
tion between these regions (Geschwind, 1965). However, there
remains much to be learned about the sequence of transforma-
tions that occur between the initial visual word representation in
primary visual cortex and specialized language areas (Dehaene
et al., 2005).
The location of the VWFA, adjacent to several visual fieldmaps
(Figure 8) and object-selective regions, suggests that this part of
the readingnetwork is closely integratedwith the visual hierarchy.
However, many questions remain. Does the VWFA provide
a feature-independent link between visual and language cortex?
Is the VWFA specialized for recognizing particular combinations
of line contours, such as T or Y junctions, or some more abstract
shape representation that does not depend on line contours?
Using word stimuli with unconventional stimulus features,
we measured whether the VWFA responds to words using
a feature-tolerant representation or whether words defined by
features other than line contours communicate to language
cortex via other routes (Figure 1).
Figure 7. A Model of Responses to Combinations
of Motion- and Luminance-Dot Features
(A) Psychophysical thresholds on a lexical decision task to
combinations of luminance- and motion-dot features. The
dotted line is the predicted performance if features
combine additively. The dashed curve is the predicted
performance from a probability summation model with an
exponent of n = 3, which was the across-subject average
value fit to the psychometric functions for motion-dot
coherence and luminance-dot coherence separately. The
outer boundary of the box is the predicted performance
from a high-threshold model in which signals are
completely independent. The features combine according
to a rule that is sub-additive (n = 1.7) but more effective
than pure probability summation. The inset shows ± 1
SEM across all subjects (N = 5) and mixture conditions.
(B) VWFA BOLD response amplitudes with increasing motion-dot coherence at different fixed luminance-dot coherence levels. The curves are predictions from
a probability summation model (see main text). The black, dark gray, and light gray are measured response levels (points) and model predictions (curves) for the
three luminance-dot coherence levels. The normalized BOLD signal is the VWFA response divided by the response in left V1. The model parameters are shown in
the inset; the exponent (n = 1.7) is derived from the psychophysical data (A); the other parameters are fit to the data. See text for model details. Error bars are ± 1
SEM between subjects.
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Feature-Tolerance
In the VWFA, word form responses are feature-independent;
responses are virtually unchanged when word forms are
defined by very different features (Figure 2). These results
suggest that the signal transformations from visual cortex to
the VWFA compute a shape representation that is abstracted
from the specific stimulus features. When relating VWFAFigure 8. Location of the VWFA and Visual Field Maps
(A) In individual subjects, we performed retinotopic mapping to define the bounda
are shown by the blue lines. The VWFA localizer contrasted words with phase-scr
voxels on the ventral occipito-temporal cortex anterior to hV4 and falling outside
(B) Coronal slices showing the position of the VWFAROI for each subject; theMNI
Left hemisphere cortical surface renderings adjacent to each slice show a ventr
orange, and the VWFA outlined in black. We could not identify retinotopic area VO
in this paper, was also present routinely.
See also Figures S2 and S3 and Table S1.BOLD responses to behavior, the VWFA is necessary but
not sufficient for good reading performance (Figure 3). High
VWFA activity does not guarantee good reading perfor-
mance on a lexical decision task, but when VWFA activity
is weak, reading performance is poor. This dissociation is
true for all feature types, suggesting that the VWFA is a com-
mon bottleneck for information flow from visual to language
cortex.ries of multiple visual areas (V1, V2, V3, hV4, VO-1, VO-2). The map boundaries
ambled words (p < 0.001, uncorrected). All significantly responsive gray matter
of known retinotopic areas were included in the VWFA ROI (outlined in black).
y-coordinate is shown in the inset. VWFA activation is outlined by dotted circles.
al view with all identifiable retinotopic areas outlined in blue, contrast maps in
-2 in S4 and S6. A parietal activation seen in several slices, which is not studied
Neuron 71, 941–953, September 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 947
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dependent (hMT+, Figure 4). The earliest visual processing
stages segregate visual information into different channels that
are optimized for different types of features, such as motion,
color, or luminance (Livingstone and Hubel, 1988; Zeki, 1978).
Changing the features of a given stimulus from luminance-
contrast to motion-contrast evokes a response in a different set
of retinal ganglion cells. These responses project to largely
separate cortical streams (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Zeki
et al., 1991). The BOLD responses in hMT+ suggest that motion-
dot words were indeed processed by hMT+ (Figure 4). TMS
experiments that disrupt hMT+ activity and thereby cause lower
lexical decision task performance demonstrate that hMT+
signals are necessary for seeing motion-dot words (Figure 5).
Thus, despite early feature-specific divergence of signals into
the dorsal and ventral streams, the word information recon-
verges from feature-specialized areas at or before the level of
the VWFA. Depending on the stimulus features, signals are
carried through different parts of cortex to the VWFA. Hence,
future computational models of seeingwords should not assume
a fixed pathway through visual cortex, but they should allow for
flexible connectivity of the VWFA.
VWFA as a Gateway between Vision and Language
Upon convergence of visual signals in the VWFA, outputs are
sent to language areas. The VWFA may have a privileged posi-
tion in human VOT cortex by virtue of its connections to language
areas, such as the posterior superior temporal and inferior
frontal gyri (Ben-Shachar et al., 2007c; Bokde et al., 2001). The
language system probably requires word form signals to be
represented in a specific format. It is possible that learning to
see words and then representing the results in a format ap-
propriate for language systems takes place in parallel cortical
circuits, but it would seem inefficient to expect that the same
complex learning takes place in multiple circuits. A conservative
position to explain the current data is that the VWFA has uniquely
evolved the capability of providing properly formatted sensory
information to language areas (Devlin et al., 2006; Jobard
et al., 2003). Another recent report supports this view, showing
that the VWFA circuitry is useful in communicating even somato-
sensory data to language systems in congenitally blind subjects
(Reich et al., 2011). Nevertheless, it remains possible that circuits
not identified in this study are capable of both recognizing the
sensory information and communicating the information to
language (Richardson et al., 2011). If so, the circumstances in
which these alternative routes are utilized should be further
explored.
The format of word representations required by the language
system is probably independent of most basic visual features,
such as letter case and font (Dehaene et al., 2001; Polk and
Farah, 2002; Qiao et al., 2010). Our results provide evidence
that even when stimulus features initiate activation in different
parts of early visual cortex, the VWFA can use the pattern of
activity to recognize the presence of a word form. Yet this
feature-tolerance cannot be based on learning, because our
experience with words is specific to line contours and junctions.
Learning in the VWFA and VOT related to word forms may
instead be about the statistical regularities between abstract948 Neuron 71, 941–953, September 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.shape representations (Binder et al., 2006; Dehaene et al.,
2005; Glezer et al., 2009; Vinckier et al., 2007), independent of
the specific visual features that define these shapes.
Origins of Feature-Tolerance in the Reading System
Feature-independent word form responses in the VWFA parallel
feature-independent object responses in the nearby lateral
occipital complex (Ferber et al., 2003; Grill-Spector et al.,
1998; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001). In the object recognition
literature this feature-tolerance is thought to help recognize
objects whose detailed properties (e.g., spectral radiance) can
vary depending on viewing conditions (e.g., ambient lighting).
The need for feature-tolerance is reduced in reading because
words are typically differentiated by line-contours, but the capa-
bility may exist because the same cortical circuits produce the
shape representations used for seeing words and objects.
Rather than the VWFA specifically learning feature-tolerance
for word shapes, feature-tolerance may be present throughout
VOT for all shape recognition tasks, including word form
recognition.
If feature-tolerant responses for words in humans are a conse-
quence of general visual processing, then one might expect that
these representations also exist in homologous regions of non-
human primates. Feature-tolerant single unit responses in
monkey inferotemporal cortex have been reviewed elsewhere
(Logothetis and Sheinberg, 1996; Rolls, 2000). Briefly, electro-
physiological studies of neural responses have shown feature-
independent shape responses in single neurons in inferotempo-
ral (IT) cortex of the nonhuman primate (Sa´ry et al., 1993), and
lesions of IT cortex impair form-from-motion discrimination
performance (Britten et al., 1992). Similarly feature-tolerant
single cell responses are present in V4 (Logothetis and Charles,
1990; Mysore et al., 2006). The parallels between feature-
tolerant responses in nonhuman primate IT cortex and human
VOT cortex support the hypothesis that VWFA representations
are derived from the same visual circuitry that creates all
feature-tolerant shape responses.
Area hMT+ Is Not Necessary for Seeing Standard Words
The necessity of hMT+ for seeing motion-dot words (Figure 5)
might have been surmised based on many human lesion studies
(Blanke et al., 2007; Marcar et al., 1997; Regan et al., 1992; Vaina
et al., 1990). Damage in the anatomical region around hMT+ can
reduce shape-from-motion perception performance (Blanke
et al., 2007; Marcar et al., 1997; Regan et al., 1992; Vaina
et al., 1990), although not in all cases (Vaina, 1989; Vaina et al.,
1990). Experiments in nonhuman primates have also shown
that MT lesions produce shape discrimination deficits when
forms are defined by motion but not luminance (Marcar and
Cowey, 1992; Schiller, 1993).
More surprising is that TMS of hMT+ does not affect reading
words defined by luminance-dots or line-contours (Figure 5).
This lack of a disruptive effect by TMS suggests that hMT+
responses are not necessary for seeing standard words. These
results are surprising because a large body of literature has
shown correlations between reading skill and hMT+ BOLD
responses to motion stimuli (Ben-Shachar et al., 2007a; Demb
et al., 1997, 1998) with decreased hMT+ responses in dyslexics
Neuron
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for why hMT+ responses are correlated with reading ability
without assigning hMT+ a causal role in reading.
First, the development of rapid-processing pathways,
including the magnocellular pathway, may be a prerequisite
for the healthy development of other essential reading path-
ways (Witton et al., 1998). Between-subject differences in the
development of the magnocellular pathway would be reflected
in measurements of hMT+ responses, which primarily receive
magnocellular input (Maunsell et al., 1990). These pathways
may carry signals that coordinate development, but the signals
may not be important for reading line-contour stimuli in the adult.
Second, hMT+ processing may be necessary for certain read-
ing tasks, but not others. For example, hMT+ may be important
for directing fixation and for passage reading, but not for single-
word lexical decisions (Stein, 2003). The theory that hMT+ is
necessary for correct saccadic eye movements could be
tested in future TMS experiments that disrupt hMT+ neural pro-
cessing at different latencies in relation to reading saccades.
Third, the experiments here show that signals from hMT+ can
contribute to the VWFA responses. In normal adult reading this
connection may not provide useful signals, but the connection
is nevertheless present. Improper hMT+ development may
produce noise that is transmitted to the VWFA through this
connection and such noise may limit skilled reading.
Two previous TMS studies analyzed the necessity of hMT+
during reading. One study used several tasks and found a very
small TMS influence only on a non-word reading task (Liederman
et al., 2003); a second group found an effect of TMS on a visual
word identification task (Laycock et al., 2009), while we used
a lexical decision task. Another methodological difference
between our study and previous studies is that we localized
hMT+ using fMRI to ensure target specificity during TMS
sessions. Liederman et al. used a TMS-based procedure and
Laycock et al. used skull markers. The targetingmethod is impor-
tant given the close proximity of area hMT+ to other visual areas
(Wandell et al., 2007), as well as individual subject variability in
hMT+ location in relation to skull (Sack et al., 2006) and even
sulcal landmarks (Dumoulin et al., 2000). We took great care to
direct TMS pulse trajectories to the center of individually defined
hMT+ regions of interest in each subject. The TMS pulses are
unlikely to have disrupted neural processing in nearby cortical
areas (such as the VWFA) because the effect was limited to
motion-dotwords,while disruption of VWFAor early visual cortex
would be expected to be detrimental to seeing all word stimuli.
Clinical Applications of Understanding Cortical
Information Flow for Words
Understanding how information flow changes with stimulus
features may be helpful in designing novel compensation strate-
gies for people with reading difficulties (i.e., alexia or dyslexia). If
we understand the flowofword information, it may be possible to
change word stimulus properties in ways that force a re-routing
of information through specific pathways (e.g., through hMT+).
For instance, a patient reported by Epelbaum et al. (2008)
showed alexia after damage to input pathways (inferior longitu-
dinal fasciculus) to the VWFA. Conceivably, in such a patient
one might access the anatomically intact VWFA using wordsdefined by unconventional features that can be communicated
to the VWFA via preserved pathways.
This speculation is supported by the feature mixture experi-
ments, which show that different stimulus features combine in
a partially additive manner to boost performance over either
feature alone (Figure 7A). A combination of stimulus features
could benefit patients who have difficulty reading words drawn
with line contours alone. In at least some patients with reading
difficulties, rerouting word information through the magnocellu-
lar pathways may be beneficial (McCloskey and Rapp, 2000).
The benefits may depend on the cortical location at which
features combine in relation to the specific neural abnormalities,
and future experiments in different types of dyslexic readers can
test these hypotheses.
Conclusions
The early divergence of signals from early visual cortex into
feature-specialized areas, followed by convergence in the
VWFA, creates feature-tolerant representations of words. De-
pending on visual stimulus features, information about words
is routed to different specialized areas. For example, words
defined bymotion features necessarily rely on hMT+ processing.
In contrast, standard line contour words do not rely on hMT+.
This result constrains the possible causal role of hMT+ in reading
and suggests that hMT+ processing is not necessary for
successful single word decoding under normal circumstances.
After early specialized processing, signals reconverge in VOT
cortex. The VWFA is well positioned to serve as a common
gateway between orthographic and language processing. Such
a gateway would benefit from a feature-tolerant, abstract shape
representation. This type of abstract representation for words,
a word form area, is advantageous for simplifying communica-
tion between early visual areas and the language system.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Subjects
Six subjects (3 females; ages 27–30, median age 28) participated in the main
fMRI study. The study was approved by the institutional review board at
Stanford University, and all subjects gave informed consent to participate
in the study. Eight subjects (4 females; ages 19–58, median age 28.5)
participated in the TMS experiments. Four subjects (1 female; 2 of the same
subjects as main fMRI study, 2 different subjects; ages 24–29, median age
28) participated in the supplemental block-design fMRI experiment. All
subjects were native English speakers and had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.
fMRI
Scanning Parameters
Anatomical and functional imaging data were acquired on a 3T General
Electrical scanner using an 8-channel head coil. Subject head motion was
minimized by placing padding around the head. Functional MR data were
acquired using a spiral pulse sequence (Glover, 1999). Thirty 2.5-mm-thick
coronal oblique slices oriented approximately perpendicular to the calcarine
sulcus were prescribed. These slices covered the whole occipital lobe and
parts of the temporal and parietal lobes. Data were acquired using the
following parameters: acquisition matrix size = 64 3 64, FOV = 180 mm, voxel
size of 2.83 2.83 2.5 mm, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 77. Some
retinotopy scans were acquired with 24 similarly oriented slices at a different
resolution (1.25 3 1.25 3 2 mm, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms). Using a back-
bore projector, stimuli were projected onto a screen that the subject viewed
through a mirror fixed above the head. The screen subtended a radius ofNeuron 71, 941–953, September 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 949
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mounted to the mirror continuously recorded (software: ViewPoint, Arrington
Research, Arizona, USA) eye movements to ensure good fixation performance
during scanning sessions.
T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired separately for each subject,
as described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. General analysis
procedures are also described therein.
Region of Interest Identification
We identified several functional brain areas (early visual areas [V1, V2, V3, hV4,
VO-1, VO-2], hMT+, and VWFA) using separate localizer scans conducted
within a single session (multiple runs) for each subject individually. The
BOLD activation was measured within these regions of interest. The VWFA
localizer is described below. Please see Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures for hMT+ localizer and retinotopy descriptions. Retinotopic mapping
was performed following previously published methods (Dumoulin and
Wandell, 2008).
VWFA Localizer. The visual word form area (VWFA) localizer consisted of
four block-design runs of 180 s each. Twelve-second blocks of words, fully
phase-scrambled words, or checkerboards alternated with 12 s blocks of
fixation (gray screen with fixation dot). Stimuli during each block were shown
for 400 ms, with 100 ms interstimulus intervals, giving 24 unique stimuli per
block. Words were six-letter nouns with a minimum word frequency of seven
per million (Medler and Binder, 2005). The size of all stimuli was 14.2 3 4.3
degrees. Fully phase-scrambled words consisted of the same stimuli, except
that the phase of the images was randomized. Checkerboard stimuli reversed
contrast at the same rate as the stimuli changed and were the same size as
other stimuli. The order of the blocks was pseudorandomized, and the order
of stimuli within those blocks was newly randomized for each subject.
The VWFA was defined in each subject as the activation on the ventral
cortical surface from a contrast between words and phase-scrambled words
(p < 0.001, uncorrected, Figure 8). The region was restricted to responsive vox-
els outside retinotopic areas and anterior to hV4. The Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) coordinates of the peak voxel within the region of interest
(ROI) was identified by finding the best-fitting transform between the individual
T1-weighted anatomy with the average MNI T1-weighted anatomy and then
applying that transform to the peak voxel within the VWFA for the same
contrast.
The VWFAROIs are located near the left lateral occipitotemporal sulcus (Fig-
ure 8B, MNI coordinates in Table S1, mean MNI coordinates: 41 57 23)
and within 5 mm of previous reports (Ben-Shachar et al., 2007b; Cohen
et al., 2000, 2002, 2003). In 5 out of 6 subjects activations were bilateral, while
in the remaining subject the activation was left-lateralized. In this manuscript,
unless otherwise specified, VWFA refers to the left-hemisphere ROI. In all
subjects a contrast of words versus checkerboards produces regions of
interest in virtually identical locations and of similar size (Figure S3).
The ability to identify regions of interest in ventral occipital temporal cortex
is limited by measurement artifacts caused by (1) the large transverse sinus
(Winawer et al., 2010) and (2) susceptibility introduced by the auditory canals.
The locations of these artifacts can be estimated in each subject and they are
summarized in Figure S4. These artifacts limit our ability to measure a portion
of the VWFA in some subjects.
Experimental Design
The main experiment consisted of separate sessions (on separate days) for
each feature type (line contours, motion-dot, luminance-dot, and mixture).
Each subject completed six runs (312 s per run) for each feature type. The
order of feature types was counterbalanced across subjects. Subjects were
asked to keep fixation on a central fixation dot while reading the stimuli and
to indicate by button press whether each stimulus was a word or pseudoword
(i.e., lexical decision task). Eye movements were monitored (see above). We
measured the BOLD response to words and pseudowords at four different
visibility levels for each feature type. In analyzing the data, we grouped words
and pseudowords together because they showed similar responses in all
regions of interest that we examined.
Stimuli
All stimuli used for the main experimental runs were four-letter words or pseu-
dowords (Medler and Binder, 2005). Words were nouns with a frequency of at
least four per million (median: 28 per million). All words (n = 480) and pseudo-950 Neuron 71, 941–953, September 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.words (n = 480) were uniquewithin each subject, with fivewords and five pseu-
dowords (3 4 visibility levels 3 6 runs/feature 3 4 feature types) being as-
signed randomly to each of four visibility levels within each run (40 stimuli
per run). All stimuli were shown for 2 s. Stimulus presentation and response
collection, both for fMRI and TMS (see below), were created using custom
Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.) scripts and controlled using the Psychtoolbox
(Brainard, 1997). The stimuli were created as follows:
Line Contours. The procedure used for rendering standard words at
different visibility levels was similar to that used by Ben-Shachar and
colleagues (2007b). We rendered words in black using the Monospaced
(Sans Serif) font within a gray rectangular frame (24 degrees horizontal, 7
degrees vertical). The horizontal and vertical spans of the word within the
frame were approximately 7.5 and 2.5 degrees, respectively (height of an x
character was approximately 2). To obtain different degrees of visibility, we
computed the 2D Fourier transform of the word image, randomized the phase,
and then applied the inverse Fourier transform. Visibility could be controlled by
the degree of offset between the old and new phase. Resulting images ranged
from noise (fully phase-scrambled) that contained the same amplitude spec-
trum as the original images, to highly visible words.
Luminance-Dot. To create words defined by dots of spatially varying lumi-
nance, we replaced the word image with a field of dots (dot density = 0.3; dot
size = 1 pixel, total image size = 600 3 180 pixels), keeping the background
color a uniform gray. The luminance of the dots was set separately for dots
that fall inside (black) or outside (white) the nominal borders of the word
form. Word visibility was controlled by the luminance coherence. For example,
at a luminance coherence of 100%, all dots falling within the word form were
black, and all dots outside the word form were white. For a luminance coher-
ence of 50%, half the dots within the word form would be set to black (and half
the dots outside the word form to white), while the rest of the dots (noise dots)
were set randomly to black or white. Similarly, at 0% luminance coherence, all
dots were randomly set to black or white, and thus no information about the
original word form was present in the image. The values of luminance coher-
ence used in this study were 0%, 15%, 30%, and 45%. The dots moved either
left or right over successive frames (dot life = 4 frames, frame rate 60 Hz). For
luminance-dot words, the motion of each dot was set randomly to left or
right (0% motion coherence). The motion direction of each dot remained
unchanged for 4 frames, at which point this dot disappeared and a new dot
appeared in a random location to replace it.
Motion-Dot. For motion-dot words, word form was encoded by the direc-
tion of dot motion. The procedure for making these stimuli was identical to
that used formaking luminance-dot words, except that visibility was controlled
by motion coherence, and dot luminance was randomly set to black or white.
Signal dots moved to the right if they fell within the word form and to the left if
they fell outside it (dot life = 4 frames). All other dots were noise dots and were
therefore randomly assigned a leftward or rightward direction. Motion coher-
ence, like luminance coherence, controlled the percentage of signal dots.
The values of motion coherence were 0%, 50%, 75%, and 100%. The actual
values of luminance and motion coherence are not meaningful in that their
precise relationship to visibility depends critically on many other stimulus
parameters, such as dot size, stimulus size, and dot density. Therefore we
chose values that produced approximately similar visibility levels, from
complete noise to fully visible, based on initial psychophysical piloting with
our stimulus parameters.
Mixture. This stimulus type was constructed identically to the motion-dot
and luminance-dot stimulus types. Four conditions were chosen by adjusting
both luminance and motion coherence of the stimuli, as described above. The
luminance and motion coherence values matched the middle two coherence
values for the luminance-dot and motion-dot stimuli (thus producing 2 3 2 =
4 total conditions).
Examples illustrating the two dynamic stimuli and the line contour stimulus
are included in the Figure S2 and Movies S1 and S2.
TMS
To examine the necessity of area hMT+ for reading words of different stimulus
features, we used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and targeted the
center of the functional hMT+ ROI defined for each individual subject. We
used the Brainsight 2 neuronavigation system (Rogue Research, Inc;Montreal,
Neuron
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(The Magstim Company, UK) figure-of-eight coil was used for dual-pulse stim-
ulation (45 ms between pulses) at 60% maximum stimulator output. The time
between stimulus onset and onset of the first TMS pulse (stimulus-pulse onset
asynchrony; SOA) was controlled using Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc; Massa-
chusetts, USA). We used the following SOAs:95, 5, 87, 165, 264, and 885ms
(±5ms error). Stimuli were randomly chosen from a set of 504 four-letter words
and pseudowords with the same properties as those described for fMRI. As for
fMRI data analysis, words and pseudowords were grouped in analyzing the
TMS data. Chance performance for the task was 50%, since half the stimuli
were words and half were pseudowords.
Stimuliwere identical to thoseused for themain fMRI experiment, except that
the stimulus duration was limited to one second, plus a one second response
time window (total trial time = 2 s). The lexical decision task was also identical:
subjects indicated via button press whether the stimulus on the screen was
a word or a pseudoword. In contrast to the fMRI experiments, however, the
degree of phase-scrambling, motion coherence, and luminance coherence
were set according to psychophysical lexical visibility thresholds acquired
directly before the main TMS experiment. For each feature type, we used
standard psychophysical procedures to measure subjects’ individual stimulus
thresholds for visibility such that subjects achieved 82% correct on a lexical
decision task at the same viewing distance as used during the TMS session.
This baseline performance criterion was chosen so that disturbances in task
performance caused by TMS would be reflected by a lower percent correct.
After setting psychophysical thresholds, the TMS sessions consisted of 3
runs of 72 trials each (3 stimulus feature types 3 6 SOAs 3 2 lexical
classes 3 2 exemplars per run). Trials were spaced on average 4 s apart
(jitter based on a Poisson distribution with mean of 4000 ms, adjusted to
have a minimum of 2 s between trials). Thus, each run was approximately
430 s long. The order and exact timing of stimuli within each run was random-
ized across subjects. Subjects were asked to fixate on a central fixation dot
throughout the duration of the run. The fixation dot was present during and
between stimulus presentations. Fixation performance was monitored by the
experimenters in the room, and all subjects maintained excellent fixation.
Head position was maintained using a forehead rest. Subjects received short
(5 min) breaks between runs.
Psychophysics
In the behavioral mixture experiments, subjects were presented four-letter
words and pseudowords defined by a combination of luminance- and
motion-dots set to one of five different coherence ratios. The feature coher-
ence of both features was scaled by a common factor across trials, preserving
the ratio of coherences. The probability of making a correct lexical decision
was measured using a staircase procedure. A threshold level (82%) was esti-
mated from the responses tomultiple coherence levels. The thresholds at each
of the different ratios are shown in Figure 7A.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes four figures, one table, Supplemental
Experimental Procedures, and two movies and can be found with this article
online at doi:10.1016/j.neuron.2011.06.036.
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